
MICROSOFT TEAMS VOICE CALLING 

KEEP YOUR NUMBERS. KEEP YOUR FEATURES. KEEP YOUR SANITY.
 

KEEP ALL YOUR TOOLS IN THE SAME PLACE.

Is your organization already familiar with Teams?                                        
Now you can seamlessly integrate crystal-clear voice dialing within the app! 
There are a lot of integrations that can enable native dialing in Microsoft Teams, but only ours extends your existing 
Business Cloud Communications voice services and phone numbers to the Teams app for a unified communication and 
collaboration experience.

TRANSFORM PRODUCTIVITY WITHOUT CHANGING SERVICES

Does your organization use Microsoft Teams for messaging and collaboration and separate desk phones for voice 
services? Disparate tools are hard to keep up with and can reduce productivity for team members on the go. Now you 
can seamlessly integrate your Business Cloud Communications voice services within the Teams app to talk, chat, meet, 
and share in one place, on any device.

NATIVE CALLING IN MICROSOFT TEAMS

Our integration leverages Microsoft Direct Routing to 
enable native dialing in the Teams app, so you can make 
and receive calls on any device using your existing phone 
number and all the advanced calling features you’re used to 
— no additional hardware needed.
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WANT TO LEARN MORE? 
CALL TODAY AND SCHEDULE A FREE BUSINESS NEEDS ANALYSIS. 
Reach our to your telecommunications service provider to inquire about Cymbus
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A better way to connect, 
communicate, and collaborate.

Native Dialing Call for Less Anywhere Productivity

Make and receive external 
calls with your phone 
number on any device 

using Microsoft Teams.

Cymbus offers a lower 
cost, all-in-one alternative 
to Microsoft Calling Plans.

Unite your tools in 
one app for anywhere 
productivity using a 

range of devices.

Voice Features Flexible Scalability Seamless Deployment

Use all your existing calling 
features, star codes, 

voicemail, and more — 
directly in the Teams app.

Simple per-user, per-month 
pricing and user-by-user 
roll out ensures you’re in 

control of the costs.

No additional hardware 
needed. Keep your 

phone number, calling 
features, and devices.
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VOICE-ENABLE MICROSOFT TEAMS 
WITH YOUR EXISTING TELEPHONY

Seamless communication and collaboration — talk, chat, meet, 
and share, and call on any Teams device.


